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ABSTRACT KEYWORDS

The movement control of articulated limbs
in humans has been explained in terms of equi-
librium points and moving equilibrium points
or virtual trajectories. One hypothesis is that
the nervous system controls multi-segment limbs
by simply planning in terms of these equilibrium
points and trajectories. The present paper
describes a planar computer simulation of an
articulated three-segment limb, controlled by
pairs of muscles. The shape of the virtual

trajectory is analyzed when the limb is required
to make fast movements with endpoint move-
ments along a straight line with bell-shaped
velocity profiles. Apparently, the faster the
movement, the more the virtual trajectory
deviates from the real trajectory and becomes
up to eight times longer. The complexity of the
shape of the virtual trajectories and its length
in these fast movements makes it unlikely that
the nervous system plans using these trajectories.
it seems simpler to set up the required bursts of
muscle activation, coupled in the nervous system
to the direction of m ovement, the s peed, and the
place in workspace. Finally, it is argued that the
two types of explanation do not contradict each
other: when a relation is established in the
nervous system between muscle activation and
movements, equilibrium points and virtual

trajectories are necessarily part of that relation.
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INTRODUCTION

Several theories have been put forward on the
control of limbs. One of them is known as the
"equilibrium point hypothesis" (Bizzi et al., 1992).
This hypothesis states that a limb is controlled by
setting up muscle activations that lead to a certain
equilibrium position of the limb. In this way, the
nervous system simply has to set up a series of
equilibrium positions to generate various move-
ments. This hypothesis is based on a set of
experiments with a frog’s hind limb (Giszter et al.,
1993). The spinal cord was stimulated and the
resulting limb position was recorded. During the
stimulation, the limb was pulled away at its
endpoint, after which the force needed to pull it
away was recorded. In this way, a vector field was
found with only one equilibrium point. This
finding was used to make the argument that the
nervous system actually controls the limb, using
these equilibrium points. It should be pointed out,
however, that the equilibrium point hypothesis is
based on two assumptions:
1. A limb with articulated segments, of which the

joints are spanned by skeletal muscles, always
has a unique equilibrium endpoint position for
any set of muscle activations.

2. The nervous system activates muscles of a
limb in sets that belong to equilibrium end-
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point positions, so that the limb moves in the
direction ofthese endpoint positions.

Obviously, the first statement simply tells us
something about the tendency of mechanical chain
systems with variable elastic elements (the muscles)
to have single equilibrium points for constant

properties of the elastic elements. One can create
such systems with more than one equilibrium
point, but according to the experiments, the frog is
not one of them. However, the second part of the
equilibrium point hypothesis is more interesting to

study from a control point of view. In orderto do
so, have formulated a simulation of a limb,
consisting of three segments, very much like the
frog’s hind limb.

THE MODEL

The model consists of four segments, of which
one segment represents the body of the organism,
while three segments are linked in a chain. The
system is kept in a single plane, while the
mechanics is formulated according to Otten
(2003). The muscles and their activation are
formulated as simple as possible--as pairs of
muscles around each of the three joints. The co-
contraction is kept constant for all levels of activa-
tion at a level of 2.5, 1.25, and 0.625 Nm,
respectively, for the joints from proximal to distal.
A constant amount of damping is added to the
joints of 0.7071, 0.3536, and 0.1768 Nm/(rad/sec),
respectively. The control of the model is performed
by selecting angles of the joints at which the net

torque is zero. The angles at which the muscles
have reached their minimal active length are
respectively-1.8850 and 1.8850 radians for the
most proximal joint,-3.4558 and 0.3142 radians
for the middle joint, and -0.3142 and 3.4558
radians for the most distal joint. Therefore, the
range of each joint is 3.77 radians or slightly over

half a circle. Each limb segments has a length of
0.5 meter. It should be pointed out that the model
can be scaled under the restriction of dynamic
similarity and still produce the same results
(Alexander and Jayes, 1983). In order to scale the
model, the lengths of the segments can be scaled
by a factor of S, the simulation time by the square
root of S, the masses by the third power of S, the
stiffnesses by the fourth power of S, and the
damping by the 4.5 power of S. The resulting
accelerations of the model scale by a fact6r of 1,
the velocities by the square root of S, and the
amplitudes of motion by S. The joint angles scale
by a factor of 1. These scaling properties are
important for studying the development of move-
ment control because the scaling is not uniform.
This is relevant in view of th e time-courses of
control and the morphological scaling of the
growing organism.

The first simulation consists of a constant
activation of the muscles at the joint, pulling the
endpoint away and calculating the necessary force
for a prescribed endpoint position, which produces
a force vector field, shown in Fig. 1.

Since the movements of the endpoint of the
limb follows the arrows of the vector field, with
some extra movements due to inertia, it follows
that if the limb is not situated in an equilibrium
position, it will move there over a non-straight
trajectory. Indeed, when such a simulation is

performed, the motion is not straight. Figure 2
illustrates this against the background of the
potential field, which is calculated from the
accumulated spring energy in the muscles.

This already forms a challenge for the
equilibrium point hypothesis. When the nervous

system moves the limb by setting up a new

equilibrium point by selecting an appropriate
activation level of the limb muscles, the endpoint
of the limb moves along a curved path, which is
not very practical for planning and executing
movements of the endpoint in workspace.
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Fig. 1" Force vector field of articulated limb at one combination of muscle activation. The arrows indicate the forces
and are scaled in length and width proportional to the force magnitude
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Fig. 2: Movement of an articulate limb when a static equilibrium point is used with contour lines ofconstant potential
energy. Note the curved shape of the endpoint trajectory
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Fig. 3: Virtual and real trajectory of a fast movement of a simulated articulated limb. Note the complex shape of the
virtual trajectory for this simple straight line endpoint movement with bell-shaped velocity profile. The complex
shaped virtual trajectory is due to the fact that the real limb needs to be accelerated and decelerated while its
endpoint remains on a straight path.
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Fig. 4: The virtual trajectory length of a simulated articulated limb becomes longer with decreasing movement time
and increasing endpoint velocity.
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Now, one could argue that the nervous system
is not using static equilibrium points but rather
virtual trajectories to drive the endpoint of the
limb (Latash & Gottlieb, 1991). This looks like an
attractive solution to the above-mentioned problem,
but as will show here, this view has its problems
for fast limb movements.

The model was set up to move the endpoint
over a straight line. The model has to perform the
movement in 0.71 sec. over a distance of meter.
This was done by using a multidimensional search
for six activation levels over time of the three
muscle pairs at the joints. The six levels were
interpolated by splines over time to obtain smooth
changes in muscle activation. After the search was
completed, the endpoint did indeed move over a
straight line with very small tolerances. The
trajectory was required to have a bell-shaped
velocity profile, implying a sigmoid position profile.
Figure 3 shows the trajectory and the virtual
trajectory that belongs to the movement as well.

As can be seen, the virtual trajectory is very
complex in shape and has several turning points,
due to the high speed ofthe movement. The slower
the movement, the more the virtual trajectory
resembles the real trajectory ofthe endpoint.

Several authors, amongst them Latash (1998),
claim that such virtual trajectories are used for
planning movements. The present simple model
shows that fast limb movements are not likely
planned with virtual trajectories because these
trajectories are much more complex than the
activation patterns of the muscles. (’Complex’ is to
be expressed here in terms of the number of
necessary parameters to describe them properly as
function of time). Moreover, the shape ofthe virtual
trajectory changes at different movement velocities.

In order to show the relation between the speed
of execution of the movement and the difference
between the virtual trajectory and the real trajectory,
muscle activations were optimized for the same
straight movement performed at different velocities.
The criterion for optimization was to minimize the

difference of the endpoint trajectory with a straight
line trajectory having a bell-shaped velocity profile.
The ratio of the length of the virtual trajectory and
the real trajectory is plotted as a function of the
average velocity ofthe movement and shown in Fig.
4. As can be seen, at the highest velocity the virtual
trajectory is eight times longer than the real
trajectory. Such velocities can easily be attained by
warm-blooded organisms like humans. It should be
noted that this result is acquired for the movement
as presented in the figures. Other trajectories would
yield other results, so it is presented here only for
the purpose of an illustration. The analysis of an
extensive catalogue of movements is beyond the
present paper.

Another interesting phenomenon is the change
in the activation pattern of the muscle groups at
different velocities. Not only the amplitudes but
also the relative timing of the muscle bursts
change, showing that a simple linear amplitude
and time scaling is insufficient to perform the
movements at different velocities.

THE CONTROL PROBLEM

Publications like the one produced by Won
and Hogan (1995) illustrate the problem of arm
control in humans. The authors constrained
voluntary human hand movements and found
restoring forces in the direction of the
unconstrained trajectories. Won and Hogan claim
that the results are "showing that a controlled
equilibrium point may be used for planning and
coordinating multijoint movements". The authors
reason from the mechanical properties of the
controlled limb to the control itself. However, the
simulation that present here, modeling an
articulated limb, has the same property of restoring
forces in the direction of unconstrained
trajectories. Yet, in building and executing the
model, no assumptions were made on planning or
control, only on the mechanical properties and the
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required endpoint movement.
The foregoing then leads to the following two

possibilities"
1. The nervous system plans movements in terms

of static or moving limb endpoint-equilibrium
positions.

2. The nervous system plans movements by
looking up adequate muscle activations to
move a limb from one point to the other with
certain duration.

Let us look at the requirements for each of
these possibilities.

Both theories require a reliable muscle-bone-
connective tissue system that always has unique
endpoint positions for every combination of
muscle activations. Both theories require a learned
representation of motor tasks. The first theory
describes this representation as a prescribed
endpoint or virtual trajectory, the second one as a

complex transfer relation of muscle activations to
limb movements. So, the parts where the theories
differ are those referring to the nervous system. To
find out what goes on in the nervous system, we

can use data from the movements and forces and
from recordings of neural activity.

Data on movements and forces are abundant
and are interpreted by the observers in the
direction of the neural process. Because there is
sufficient latitude in these observations, they
cannot be used to rule out one of the theories.
However, recordings from the nervous system
have also rendered important data.

Moran and Schwarz (1999) found cortical
neurons in monkeys that have firing components
for speed and direction independently. That is an
important addition to the observation reported by
Georgopoulos et al. (1982) of direction dependent
firing patterns. Together these observations suggest
that in the cortex, there is information in terms of
firing patterns on direction, position, and speed in
the workspace of a limb. That certainly would
favor the equilibrium point hypothesis. If the

information in the cortex is so directly linked with
the coordinate system of the workspace, then why
not use it for planning?

Caminiti et al. (1991) recorded the activity of
premotor and motor cortex neurons and found
comparable direction-dependent firing patterns.
The authors interpreted their findings in terms of
neuronal representation of the task in workspace,
without referring once to the equilibrium point
hypothesis. Later on Scott at al. (1997) found that
such workspace-related firing patterns change with
changing limb orientations. That makes sense
because even if you have information in
workspace coordinates, you can not do much with
it if you do not use information in joint-space
coordinates.

Let us carefully consider the arguments. The
two theories do not differ in their statements on
what is exactly controlled. Both claim that
ultimately it is the physical limb. The two theories
differ only in the abstract concept of representation:
in the first theory, it is the virtual trajectory; in the
second theory, it is the transfer function. Because
for both representations, some neurons in the
network carrying the representation may be firing
with respect to movement direction, this observation
does not exclude either one ofthe theories.

When we consider the matter purely from a
viewpoint of economy and simplicity, the virtual
trajectory hypothesis held a promise in this
respect. This was true only for the simulations
performed by Flash and Hogan (1985) with
considerable arm stiffness. In their simulations, the
virtual trajectory was not very much different from
the real endpoint trajectory. In the present model,
the virtual trajectories are much more complex, so
that the virtual trajectory hypothesis looses its
advantage. In fact, the low stiffnesses of the present
model directly follow from the low level of co-
contraction used. This is in agreement with findings
of Bennet et al. (1992) during voluntary human
arm movements, in which the stiffness drops
during the motion. Again, we have no indication
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which of the two theories has the advantage in
terms of a simple representation.

AN INTEGRATION

When we go back to the present simulation, it
is obvious that when we optimize a simple model
of an articulated limb to perform a straight-line
endpoint trajectory, the required muscle activations
are complex and depend on the velocity used.
Planning in a virtual trajectory does not provide an

advantage over planning in terms of transfer
finctions of muscle activation to workspace. If we
for.get the abstract notions of transfer functions
and virtual trajectories for a while and consider the
process of development and learning, it is clear
that without any supervision, the neural system
simply has to find a way to move the limb in an
effective way. Development and learning differ
from each other in the sense that during
development completely new strategies have to

emerge, whereas learning strategies that are already
present can be combined or rescaled. In both cases,
however, information has to be accumulated on the
dynamic properties of muscles and on those ofthe
limb segments.

Additionally, information about the whole
system has to be acquired, while the endpoint moves
in various parts of the workspace. If we have
learned anything from neural network simulations,
it is that the nervous system is very good in finding
complex transfer functions, so it should be possible
to find them for limb motion. In doing so, the
nervous system also finds representa-tions for the
virtual trajectories because they are the result of
the time-varying activation patterns at different
directions in workspace, independent of arm

posture. Those representations are emerging from
the primary goal--controlling the limb fast and
effectively. When we consider the matter in this

way, there is no reason to select one theory over
another. The theories do not exclude each other, as

long control is the purpose and the representations
only epi-phenomena.

The statement that the two theories do not
exclude each other invites further research into the
properties of limb control. What are the limitations
of the neural control of limb movements? When
we look carefully at human limb movements, we
see that they are not perfect. In the ’good enough’
approach of the learning process, we see devia-
tions from straight paths and errors in fast pointing
tasks or when under the load of some tool. In those
errors, part of the way the nervous system has
stored the representation of the limb and its task is
hidden. It would be worthwhile to study these
deviations during development and in situations in
which control is limited, due to some develop-
mental pathology. This approach would give us
more insight in the kind of mappings that are used
from movement planning to muscle activation and
from there to endpoint movements.

DISCUSSION

A number of discussions in the literature on
the equilibrium point and trajectory hypothesis
(for instance by Gomi & Kawato, 1996), stating
that producing virtual trajectories is at least as

complex as creating the dynamics itself, started to

undermine this elegant hypothesis. The fact that
the real endpoint trajectories are straight, even
under perturbed visual feedback (Wolpert et al.
1995) is quite a strong indication that equilibrium
planning is not used, and that view is clearly
corroborated by the present simulation. By the
same token, under the condition of an unexpected
disappearance of an external load, subjects do not

reach the endposition of their hand (Hinder and

Milner, 2003), suggesting that this control is the
result of an internal dynamics model rather than

equilibrium trajectory planning. It should be
stressed here, that although equilibrium planning
might not be used, equilibrium points and
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trajectories are still part of the mechanics of the
controlled limb.
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